A bird to the sinister, with a long beak, perched on a wavy branch. Missing: the description in EYC, II, no. 1109 follows Book of Seals, no. 515. PRO, Chancery Miscell. bundle 9, n. 5. m. 9; Mon. Ang., vi. 955 , where the charter is dated 1157-66. A charter of Agnes exists at PRO, C 47/9/5 and an inspeximus of these is likewise in the same bundle. My thanks to Adrian Ailes at the PRO for assistance in tracking this charter.
Matilda countess of Chester [1162 -72]
Pointed oval, creamy white, dark brown wax varnish, 64 mm × 44 mm.
Standing, tight-fitting dress, long maunches. BL, Stowe Charter 159, 158 (Seals BM, 2. no. 6608). A lady standing, wearing a close-fitting bodice and girdle, small waist, a cloak lined with ermine. Holding a hawk by the jesses in the left hand and a stemmed fleur-de-lys in the right.
PRO, DL 27/53 (Seals PRO, II, P1351). Cast from fine but chipped impression, 64 mm × 43 mm. Standing, in girdled dress, long mantle gathered on the arm with arm circlet (?), slim waist, well proportioned, centre parting, long hair decoration. In the right hand a fleur-de-lys on a long stem, on the left hand a falcon (bird) by the jesses. Decoration detailed enough to see the bird's feet and her fingers. Fairly large.
[ Plaster cast from fine impression, pointed oval, 40 mm × 27 mm.
Standing to the right, with long queue of hair falling to the left as pony tail, long robe belted at the waist, left hand on the waist, in the right hand a fleur-de-lys.
+ SIGILL' ALICIE VXORIS WILLI' GRANDORGE. Plaster cast from chipped and poor impression, 77 mm × 38 mm. Standing, in tightly fitting long dress with long maunches, on the left wrist a bird of prey (falcon?) drinking from a container (saucer?), the right hand on her waist, dress rucked at the hem.
[ 
